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B ULLETIN
of the CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
WINTER 1994
EAA PROPOSES TO ELIMINATE MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS FOR MOST PILOTS
The Experimental Aircraft As-
sociation (EAA) has proposed that
the FAA issue a Notice of Pro-
posed Rule-Making (NPRM)
which would effectively elimi-
nate medical certificates for "rec-
reational" flying. The proposal
would allow pilots holding at least
a Recreational Pilot Certificate to
"self- certify" their own medical
condition as satisfactory for flight.
Recreational pilots are^per-
mitted to fly during the daytime
under visual flight rules (VFR);
i.e. in reasonably good weather.
They are also limited to aircraft
with 180 horsepower or less and
not more than one passenger.
These conditions nevertheless
encompass the majority of all
general aviation aircraft and flight
hours in the USA. They include
essentially all homebuilt aircraft
plus the ubiquitous Cessna 150/
172 series as well as many of the
single-engined Pipers. Exclud-
ing large aircraft used for corpo-
rate purposes, about 97% of all
general aviation flying takes place
during the day.
The EAA also proposed that
pilots holding higher license
classes, that is, private, commer-
cial, and airline transport, be :'
lowed to self-certify as well when
they fly under recreationafpilot
conditions.
The EAA points to US experi-
ence with balloon and glider pi-
lots who are not required to have
medical certificates. They may
presently "self-certify" them-
selves as having no medical con-
dition which is a contraindication
for flight. "(There are)... no sig-
nificant problems relating to
medical self-certification," ac-
cording to the EAA. From an
epidemiological standpoint how-
ever, this assertion simply doesn't
stand up to careful scrutiny.
The number of pilots rated to
fly only balloons, and who there-
fore presumably have no medi-
cal certificates is quite small.
Moreover, the number of hours
flown in balloons is minuscule
compared to the hours flown in
powered aircraft. And balloons
are by no means accident-free.
In a typical year, there are always
(continued on page 2)
ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING A GREAT SUCCESS
The annual scientific meeting
held in Oklahoma City was a great
success by all measures. Attend-
ees from 11 nations joined those
from the USA for a collegial gather-
ing. The presentations were ex-
cellent kicked off with very infor-
mative remarks by US Federal Air
Surgeon Jon L. Jordan, M.D., J.D..
The venue was the Northwest
Hilton Hotel although a significant
amount of time was spent in visits
and inspections of the Civil
Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) and
the FAA Academy located on Will
Rogers Airport in Oklahoma City.
The touring physicians were
briefed on the latest aeromedical
research projects underway at
CAMI.
Visitors to the Academy also
saw the latest air traffic controller
training simulators. The tower
simulator was particularly dra-
matic. Mistakes caused large ex-
plosions as two airplanes collided
in the air. No one watching is ever
likely to make that mistake again!
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But better to make the mistake in
a simulator than in real life.
The social program was equally
pleasant, and the accompanying
persons tours introduced many to
the old west. One afternoon tour
to the Cowboy Hall of Fame had to
be rescheduled when former Presi-
dent George Bush visited at the
previously planned tour time.
Those delayed took it in good hu-
mor.
Next year' s annual meeting will
be held in sunny Arizona. Be sure
and mark your calendars now.
You'll not want to miss it.
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EDITORIAL: EXPERIMENTS WE MAY NOT
* * * BE ABLE TO AFFORD + + +
Elsewhere in this issue are two articles discussing the changes
proposed for Class III medical certification by the Experimental
Aircraft Association (EAA) and the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Associa-
tion (AOPA). Both are private aviation associations whose members
represent general aviation. The EAA in particular has launched an
aggressive drive to rescue private flying from its financial and regula-
tory doldrums. The AOPA, the larger of the two organizations,
maintains an active behind-the-scenes lobbying effort with the FAA
from its Washington area headquarters. In years past, both have
contributed much to the benefit of private aviation.
Both are proposing dramatic changes in medical certification.
The EAA in essence is suggesting that medical certification for many
pilots be eliminated entirely. The AOPA is somewhat less radical but
wants to double the current certification period for student and
private pilots. Unfortunately there are no hard data to support their
proposals. Both rely almost totally on anecdotes.
Denial is likely to play a large role, particularly if the EAA proposal
is instituted. It's simply human nature to deny that we have anything
wrong. How many times have we heard a patient say, "It's just a little
indigestion, and I'm OK," just before collapsing with an acute
infarction? Or someone with a convulsive disorder say, "I'm fine and
haven't had a seizure for a month...therefore I've no problem with
whatever I want to do?"
If we change our medical standards by revolution rather than by
evolution, we could have signficant numbers of unfit individuals
flying. Many of these are now precluded simply by the existence of
the certification system. Without that system, a sort of aeromedical
anarchy is certainly possible, and perhaps probable. The result will
be accidents and a draconian public backlash. These proposed
changes are an experiment which we really can't afford to try.
(EAA Proposes continued) • * • • * • » > •
a number of balloon flight fatalities which result from a collision
with high tension lines. Whether this is the result of poor pilot
judgment, poor flight technique, or perhaps deficient visual acuity
has not been studied.
Glider accident studies suffer from the same weaknesses.
There are relatively few glider-only licenses...many glider pilots
hold power licenses as well. Indeed some take turns flying the tow
planes in between their own glider flights. For that reason, they are
required to hold medical certificates and cannot serve as examples
to justify medical "self-certification." The number of hours flown
annually in gliders is also a tiny fraction of the number of hours
flown in powered aircraft.
EAA leaders have for many years been outspoken critics of any
requirement for pilot medical examinations. This appears to be
the latest barrage in their campaign. The Food and Drug Adminis-
tration would be guilty of criminal negligence if they tried to
approve a new drug or medicine with the same sort of data which
backs up the present EAA proposal. As the old medical saying goes,
"Preserve me from the literature which reports only a single case."
.-
AOPA PETITIONS FOR CLASS III EXTENSIONS TO 48 MONTHS
The Aircraft Owners and Pi-
lots Association (AOPA), the larg-
est pilot organization in the
world,xhas formally petitioned
the FAA to extend selected Class
III medical certificates. Instead
of expiring every two years, cer-
tain pilots would be able to use
them for four years. The 48
month period would apply to all
student and recreational pilots.
Private pilots would also be in-
cluded if they were not rated for
instrument flight. In total, the
petition would apply to the ma-
jority of US pilots.
AOPA's justification is a be-
lief that today's pilots as a group
are healthier than in years past
because of "better lifestyle
choices." They quote an
NTSB study which con-
cludes that only a fraction
of one percent of all general
aviation accidents are caused
by undetected disease or pathol-
ogy. They also point to the UK
equivalent of US Class III medical
certificates. Beginning in 1986,
these have been valid for many
British pilots for 5 years.
The petition has some attrac-
tive points at first glance. Ac-
cording to the AOPA, it would
cut the cost of flying for many
student and private pilots. It
would also decrease the amount
of federal paperwork—which
they estimate at 35%. But there
are also a large number of un-
knowns.
To begin with, the cost sav-
ing is minuscule. Based on a
Class III medical certificate ex-
amination cost of $50, the an-
nual savings will amount to about
$12.50 a year for each pilot. That
equates to between 15-20 min-
utes of flying time in a Cessna
172 at average rental rates. In
other words, doubling the inter-
val between medical examina-
tions from two to four years
will allow an average pilot to
fly 15 minutes more each year!
Far more important is the
health cost which accompa-
nies an extended interval for
medical checks. This is unre-
lated to accidents with a medi-
cal cause, but it is important to
a pilot's flying career. For ex-
ample, let's consider blood
pressure.
U.S. Class III medical stan-
dards will be met by anyone
with a resting blood pressure
of 170/100 mm of Hg. This is
completely unacceptable from
a medical s t andpo in t .
Whatever is causing it
should be investigated thor-
oughly and treated. Yet with
an aviation medical examiner's
hat on, each AME will issue a
valid certificate. Most will then
turn their attention to the
purely medical side and at-
tempt to convince the pilot to
do something about this blood
pressure. Physicians know that
if left untreated, the pilot not
only won't be flying much
longer, he or she may also have
a stroke with far more serious
consequences than the loss of
a private pilot's medical certifi-
cate.
Suppose that the pilot has a
BP of 140/90, certainly within
aviation medical standards.
This is also at the upper limit of
what most experts feel should
be treated. Is it really in the
pilot' s best interest to wait four
more years before seeing a phy-
sician again? Human nature be-
ing as it is, most pilots will not
bother with a recheck at less
than the regulatory interval.
Thoughtful physicians can
pinpoint many more medical ar-
eas where lengthy examination
intervals are not in a pilot's best
interest. Problems with vision;
e.g. retinal pathology, cataracts,
etc. come immediately to mind.
Type II diabetes is another po-
tential problem. In fact, the two
year examination interval saves
more pilot's medical certificates
than is commonly realized. This
is a cost on the other side of the
ledger which those petitioning
for the four year interval have
overlooked.
The US pilot population
is itself a factor. Without
question, flying is becom-
ing more expensive every
year. For that reason, young
people have increasing difficulty
getting together the necessary
dollars to take flying lessons, rent
airplanes, and so on. This is
amply reflected in the decrease
in the total pilot population, the
decrease in student starts each
year, and the catastrophic drop
in the number of new US air-
planes built annually.
All of these facts together
mean that the pilot population is
aging. With increasing age come
all the problems related to it; e.g.
hypertension, strokes, coronary
artery disease, cancers, cataracts,
other visual pathology, and so
on. Given these potential prob-
lems, the last thing a pilot should
do is extend the interval between
medical checkups. It's false
economy to trade the fifty bucks
• ) • • > • • > • (continued on page 11)
PRESIDENTIAL PROFILE: THE HUMAN SIDE
By: James L. Harris, M.Ed.
CAMA's new President, inaugurated
at the Oklahoma City annual meeting in
October, is Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D.
Although the Bird Respirator and many
other associated devices he developed are
well known to most physicians, few know
much about Dr. Bird himself. His life and
career are fascinating as I am sure you will
agree.
Forrest Bird describes himself as a
product of fate, time and circumstance. As
he puts it, "None of us have any control
over where or to whom we are born.
Neither do we control the socioeconomic
circle into which we arrive."
Forrest's father was a WW I aviator
and one of the first AEF pilots to fly French
and English bombers over the continent.
After the war, he continued to fly in the
National Guard in the New England area.
Professionally he developed the equip-
ment to manufacture Maple Block Lasts
for men's and women's shoes.
Forrest developed his love of the
outdoors when hunting and fishing with
his father. It isn't surprising that Forrest
began to fly under his father's demanding
eye almost as soon as he could reach the
pedals. On his 14th birthday, Forrest
soloed a 1928 WACO GXE(10)-NC901H-
powered by the famed Curtiss OX-5 en-
gine. Later Forrest and his Dad completely
rebuilt the GXE. That rebuild experience
served him well when he obtained his CAA
aircraft and engine mechanics license.
Forrest understandably had a burn-
ing desire, first to fly well, and then to
design and build airplanes. His education
was initially directed toward that end. At
age 20 however, it took an abrupt turn as
a result of the December 7,1941, "Day of
Infamy." Called to active duty as a pilot
officer, he was initially assigned to the
Eastern Airlines Military Transport Divi-
sion of the Air Transport Command. Later
as part of the "Ferry Command," he flew
almost all new aircraft from fighters to
bombers and transports. He was assigned
to evaluate the flight characteristics of
various aircraft, and to simplify the pilot
handbooks. By the end of the WW II, he
had flown almost every type of aircraft in
the inventory, flew them world-wide, and
had unlimited instrument privileges. He
even flew early helicopters and jet air-
planes.
In 1943, a chance flight set the stage
for his well-known career in respiratory
physiology. He was assigned to ferry a
captured German aircraft across the North
Atlantic from the UK to Wright Patterson
Field. During that trip, he experimented
with a German demand oxygen regulator
he found on board. It required consider-
able effort to breathe the demand oxygen,
particularly when compared with the
American free flow regulators then in use.
Somehow, the German regulator was
"misappropriated" and returned to Long
Beach with Forrest. He redesigned it, and
tested his new version in B-24 Liberators
at 28,000 feet. His design worked well.
Shortly thereafter, he wangled a P-51
Mustang delivery flight to Newark via
Randolph Field and the Army Air Corps
School of Aviation Medicine. While at
Randolph Field, he presented his new
regulator to Col. (Doctor) Harry Armstrong,
one of the giants of modern aviation
medicine. When told that Forrest had
already tried his device at 28,000 feet, Col.
Armstrong commented that "...either he
was ill-informed relative to the dangers of
high altitude flying, or a damn fool..."
Forrest agreed that it was "...probably
a little of both..." The Mustang delivery
flight completed, Forrest was more than a
little surprised upon returning to Long
Beach to find temporary duty orders as-
signing him to Randolph. There he met
and was profoundly influenced by Dr.
Andre Cournand, an army consultant who
directed his studies in physiology. The
result was a new pressure head for de-
mand regulators, and a means for auto-
matically inflating pressure suits in re-
sponse to "G" loads.
After WW II, Forrest used the GI bill to
further his studies and eventually became
Dr. Bird. He then set up shop in Palm
Springs where he developed the famous
Bird Mark 7 respirator. As a mark of
respect, Dr. Cournand received the first
production model, Serial # 1. As they say,
"The rest is history."
In 1978, Dr. Bird turned the reins of
his highly successful and debt-free com-
pany over to the 3 M Corporation so that
he could devote more time to his own
research. The results of that research
have become his fourth generation of
medical devices including his
Intrapulmonary Percussive Ventilator® and
Volumetric Diffusive Respirator® for car-
diopulmonary therapy and intensive car-
diopulmonary care.
Ironically, Dr. Bird's wife of 40 years,
Mary, was the original patient for many of
his therapy systems. She developed em-
physema, but lived more than a decade
beyond her doctor's predictions with a
good quality of life. She saw their daugh-
ter Cathy happily married with two won-
derful grandchildren.
Today, the Bird fourth generation de-
vices are enjoying world-wide acceptance
and clinical use. Forrest says that he's
"served his time" in medical commerce,
and now devotes his efforts to educational
projects and aeromedical research and
development.
In 1988, he married Dominique Deck-
ers, the daughter of his long term Euro-
pean associate Pol Deckers. An attorney
by training, she is also a skilled pilot who
flies both helicopters and fixed-wing air-
craft. She is an avid aerobatic pilot as well.
Last but by no means least, Belgian-born
Dominique serves as the President of
Percussionaire® Corporation, the manu-
facturer of the patented fourth generation
devices.
Dr. Forrest M. Bird is the 35th in a long
line of distinguished CAMA presidents. He
ably represents the excellence in aviation
medicine for which CAMA is known.
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NEW DOT AND FAA REGULATIONS
CHANGES STUCK IN CHANNELS
The two biggest regulation
changes expected this year are stuck
in bureaucratic channels at press time.
The DOT change is the requirement
for random alcohol testing in the
transportation industries. It will in-
clude flight crews, mechanics, and
others in "safety-sensitive" positions.
CAMA expects it to be tremendously
expensive with almost no yield or
contribution to safety. On the other
hand, Congress has mandated the
testing, and there is no choice. The
DOT is busy setting up the needed
staff to handle this new activity.
The other big change is the long-
awaited overhaul of FAR Part 67, the
medical standards regulation. The
FAA forwarded their proposed regula-
tion some months ago, but it is
still awaiting the Administration's
Office of Management and Budget
approval. It cannot be printed in the
Federal Register otherwise. Unless
considered an emergency, all such
regulatory changes must be published
for public comment before they can
be instituted.
When finally released, CAMA will







public meeting finally took
place in Washington in late
1993. Although scheduled
for one day, there were so
many who wished to speak
that it was extended for a
second day. Most speakers
were airline pilots who
wished to continue flying
beyond age 60. The two
major pilots unions— The Air
Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
and the Allied Pilots Associa-
tion (APA)— are both opposed
to any change. The relatively
small group who wishes to
extend the age limit is very
vocal and seized on a small
FAA study which suggested
that perhaps the age limit
could be extended. That
study of accidents by older
pilots is seriously flawed how-
ever, for it did not consider
flying time and looked only at
per capita accident rates.
Best Bet: In Washington,
facts and reason often give
way to small groups who
make large amounts of noise.
There may well be a change
in response to perceived po-
litical pressure regardless of
any logical or thoughtful
analysis. Look for the Age 60






The House of Delegates of
the American Medical Associa-
tion is considering two resolu-
tions dealing with the proposed
Aviation Medical Examiner fees.
The resolutions have been in-
troduced by the Minnesota Del-
egation and are based on the
issues described in a previous
edition of the CAMA Bulletin;
i.e. that most AME's perform
examiner duties more as a mat-
ter of public service and per-
sonal interest than as a signifi-
cant income source. Moreover,
their time away from the office
plus their out-of-pocket ex-
penses to attend the required
periodic seminars further speaks
against any major financial earn-
ings from AME work.
For these reasons, the first
draft resolution proposes that
the AMA oppose excessive semi-
nar registration fees. The sec-
ond proposes that the AMA take
a position against any registra-
tion fee for serving as an FAA
Aviation Medical Examiner. This
pair of resolutions, identified
with number 209, has been re-
ferred to Reference Committee
B chaired by Wilfred E. Watkins,
M.D. Watch these pages for
further developments.
NEWS OF MEMBERS * * * * * *
CAMA Past-President John H. Boyd, D.O of Eden, Texas has
been named an Associate Fellow of the Aerospace Medical
Association (AsMA). Dr. Russell B. Rayman, Executive VP of the
Association, made the announcement from AsMA's Alexan-
dria, Virginia headquarters in October.
Dr. Boyd was also appointed as a Clinical Professor in the
Department of Family Medicine of the University of North
Texas Health Science Center at Fort Worth. This appointment
took place in October as well.
(CAMA's congratulations. October seems to be
a really fortunate month for Dr. Boyd — Ed.)
CAMA Board Member H. Stacy Vereen M.D.'s article in the
May 1993 issue of The AOPA Pilot, "Over the Counter Medica-
tion in the Cockpit" has been reprinted in pamphlet form by the
AOPA. In turn, the pamphlet has been sent to many physicians
around the country to enable this information to secure wide
distribution.
Dr. Vereen was also awarded the AOPA's Presidential
Citation Award by AOPA President Phil Boyer for his many




ers in the U.S.A. are receiving
solicitations to subscribe to
various computer-based ser-
vices. These services will mail
notices to pilots in the doctor's
geographic area based on FAA
pilot and medical certification
records. The services propose
to send cards to pilots remind-
ing each of his or her medical
certificate expiration date. Ob-
viously, the cards also contain
the name, address, and phone
number of the examiner.
Some also include a custom-
ized logo.
There are no data in any of
the offerings which conclu-
sively demonstrate that they




these services. We're par-
ticularly interested in opin-
ions or data about how they
help grow an AME case
load. Remarks and com-
ments should be sent to
Jim Harris, CAMA Execu-
tive VP at headquarters.
(Most pilots probably
return to a physician
they've seen in the past.
It's human nature to avoid
change if things have been
satisfactory. Could it be
the old adage "...the devil
you know is better than
theoneyou don't...?"—Ed.)
ONLY IN. .GERMANY? • > • • > • * • • > • • > • *
Attendees at the recent Inter-
national Congress of Aviation and
Space Medicine meeting in Ham-
burg were permitted to use the
local transportation system.
Anyone displaying a conference
registration badge could ride the
buses and subways as much as
one wished without charge.
That's smart management and a
plus when considering venues
for major meetings.
As with many European cit-
ies, the buses and the subways
are integrated. That is, their
schedules are coordinated and
the normal fare includes the abil-
ity to use both. Regular users
can buy a ticket, ride a bus, and
then transfer to the light rail sys-
tem or vice versa. That's not
really unusual, and in fact is the
case in some U.S. cities as well.
However, the fare system pro-










Wick Jr., M.D. In a ceremony
held in conjunction with the
annual meeting, the award was
presented personally by Dr. and
Mrs. Bird. The accompanying
citation read as follows:
"The nominee has been a con-
tributor to Aerospace Medicine,
and has made a significant im-
pact through original research,
applied practice, and untiring
advocacy of the importance of
health education and medical
support for aviators. He has
served the specialty of Aviation
Medicine through government
and the private sector. He has
also been a leader in a number of
organizations dedicated to avia-
tion and to furthering the art and
science of aviation medicine.
"A teacher, administrator, and
an inspiration to many young
physicians who have, through
his efforts, gained increased un-
derstanding of the role of the
medical examiner in promoting
and advancing the health of avia-
tors.
"Dr. Robert L. Wick Jr. is emi-
nently deserving of recognition
by the Civil Aviation Medical
Association and is hereby given
the Bird Award for 1993."
The award includes a hand-
some bronze plaque and a gener-
ous honorarium supported by
the Birds.
This marks the third time that
this award has been given. The
first recipient was Captain Al
Haynes, pilot of the United Air-
line Flight 232, which crashed at
Sioux Gateway Airport at Sioux
City, Iowa in July, 1989. The
second award was presented
posthumously to Robert Lash,
M.D. at the CAMA meeting in
Toronto last year.
vided quite a surprise for those
visiting Hamburg for the first
time.
It's an honor system.
Riders buy tickets from ma-
chines located at bus stops, train
stations, light rail stops, etc. Tick-
ets are good for one trip, or for
periods of a day, a week, or a
month. There are no turnstiles,
no guards, no fare boxes on the
buses, no subway gates, and no
impediments to boarding or ex-
iting any buses or sub ways. One
simply gets on and off as desired.
This really cuts down on the
lines and boarding times, par-
ticularly during rush hour.
There are transportation po-
lice who randomly board the
buses and trains. They check
passengers enroute between
stops to see that they do hold
valid tickets. Because the checks
take place while the train or bus
is moving, there is still no delay.
The fine for those without a
ticket is quite steep and is paid
on the spot. But in an entire
week in Hamburg, this writer
saw only one transporation po-
liceman on one leg of a long
subway journey. Ticket check-
ing is evidently rather rare.
Obviously those who use the
system are very well disciplined.
Can you imagine something like
this in New York, Los Angeles,
or Washington?
7
FAA DEVELOPS NEW TEST FOR BRAIN FUNCTION
One of the more difficult patients to evaluate is the pilot with less-than-obvious brain injury or
damage. The pilot usually cannot evaluate himself, may be totally unaware of his deficit, and may
develop a significant psychological denial about his loss of function. At the same time, subtle changes
caused by the brain insult may be difficult for the clinician to document. The FAA's Civil Aeromedical
Institute (CAMI) embarked on a research project to develop automated tools to be used in these cases.
At present, extensive neuropsychological testing is the only assessment means available. Such tests
often require an entire day, and may cost $ 1,000 or more. Obviously an automated test to replace the
neuropsychologist must be reliable, quick, consistent, easy to use, and less expensive than the present
system. Such a test will require a computer base for ease of grading, automation, standardization, and
dynamic testing.
The AMA-recommended tests were studied, but these proved to be insensitive to a pilot with mild
cognitive deficits. In retrospect, this is not surprising since the AMA tests were originally developed
to assess an impaired patient's ability to care for himself. This is a gross measurement compared with
a test to measure subtle deficits in an individual with previous above-average intelligence and
psychomotor skills; i.e. a pilot.
Georgetown University designed a teft—labelled COGSCREEN—in response to the FAA require-
ment. The test requires about 35-40 minutes on a typical PC, and generally meets the FAA
requirements. It tests a large number of perceptual/cognitive processes thought to be required for
flying. There afe twelve subtasks within the entire test as follows:
1. Backward Digit Span - Groups of three to six digits are presented to the subject who
must reproduce them in reverse order. 1
2. Visual Sequence Comparison - Pairs of alphanumeric strings (4 to 8 characters in
length) are presented on the left and right halves of the screen. The subject is
required to label them as the same or different.
3. Auditory Sequence Comparison- Pairs of tone sequences (4 to 8 differing tones in
each) are presented sequentially. The subject is required to label them as the sarhe
or different.
4. Mathematics Problems - These are word problems requiring simple arithmetic to
solve.
5. Manikin Figures -A manikin figure is continuously rotated and reversed. The subject
must determine in which hand, right or left, the figure holds a flag.
6. Symbol Digit Coding - Six paired symbols and digits are shown at the top of the
screen. The subject must provide the associated digit for a series of symbols.
7. Symbol Digit Coding Phase 2 - The code disappears, and the subject must identify
the prior symbol digit coding. He must also repeat this near the end of the test. (This
tests immediate and delayed recall.)
8. Matching to Sample - A grid pattern is shown briefly. The subject must choose the
matching sample from a pair of delayed pattern presentations.
9. Divided Attention - A moving horizontal bar must be kept within a circular display
while at the same time the subject performs test # 2, the Visual Sequence
Comparison Task.
10. Pathfinder - Characters (numbers, letters and an alternate sequence of both) must
be acknowledged in a proper order.
11. Shifting Attention - Four response boxes located near the screen bottom with
colored or plain borders contain colored or plain arrows pointed left or right.
Stimuli are presented in another row of boxes located above the response row. Five
conditions (border color, arrow color, arrow direction, instruction, and discovery)
require responses related to the systematic application of rules and concept
formations.
• * • • * • • > • (continued on page 12)
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PICTURES FROM THE CAMA SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
Member of The Audience at the CAMA Scientific Program
Forrest and Dominique Bird
Setting Up Equipment For Program
Stokes and Bird with Bird's
Intra Pulmonary Percussion Unit
Breakfast for CAMA Bob and Audrey Wick and Charles Billings
at the CAMA Banquet
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE FAA ACADEMY
W.E. Erwin Welcomes CAMA to
The FAA Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center
Dr. Richard Rodine Explains
The FAA Academy
Cal Fox
International Liaison & Student Services
Branch of The FAA Academy
Ned Reese
Chief Air Traffic Training
Jay Stein and Bob Wick
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(AOPA Petitions continued) * • * • > >
saved in a four year period for the risk of critical medical
pathology.
The claim has been made that safety would not be degraded.
That may or may not be true, for there simply aren't enough data
to support or refute that assertion. The amount of private flying
in the UK is extremely small compared to that within the USA. A
ten or fifteen year longitudinal study in Britain will probably be
needed before a valid conclusion can be reached.
The NTSB study is valid but limited. Most fatal general aviation
aircraft accidents in the US are not thoroughly investigated. That
is, only a minority of pilots killed in fatal crashes have compre-
hensive post-mortem examinations. The prevalence of sudden
incapacitation from coronary artery disease, strokes,
hypoglycemia, etc. is unclear. Until we have a concerted effort
to include a good medical examination as an integral part of each
accident investigation, we'll not really know how many acci-
dents have a medical cause. Most experts think the real rate is in
the 5% range each year. How much it may increase with a four
year interval between examinations is simply conjecture at this
point.
Best bet: While this particular proposal may not go any-
where, there is a good chance that the new changes to Part 67
will extend the valid period for some Class III medical certifi-
cates. Details have not been released.
This issue is of vital interest to CAMA. Please forward your
opinions to Executive VP Jim Harris so that they can be made
available to our Board.
PRESIDENT'S AWARD
TO DR. McSPADDEN
The Civil Aviation Medical
Association President's Award
has been given to CAMA Secre-
tary-Treasurer Floyd F.
McSpadden, M.D. of Houston,
Texas. The award, presented by
CAMA President Stephen V.A.
Blizzard, M.D. recognized Dr.
McSpadden for his many years
of dedicated service to Civil Avia-
tion Medicine. Dr. McSpadden,
an FAA senior aviation medical
examiner, received his original
appointment in 1961. He is also
an active pilot, and flies his own
aircraft nationwide. The award
was presented at CAMA's annual
international meeting held in
Oklahoma City in the fall.
Forrest Bird Accepts Gavel
from Steven Blizzard
Forrest Bird CAMA President
Presiding for the First Time
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(FAA Develops New Test continued) ' * • • * - ' * •
12. Dual Task Tracking - Left and Right arrow keys center a vertical bar moving along a
horizontal line. A second task sequentially presents three numbers in random order.
The subject responds with the number previously presented.
All tests except the last can be answered with a light pen. Only the last requires use of a keyboard.
Moreover, all tests are self-administered with on-line instructions and brief practice sessions.
To date, the tests have been able to distinguish those with mild cognitive deficits from normal
individuals. They have easily identified pilots who have had only scattered deficits on conventional
tests. (It is possible that part of the problem with conventional tests is a lack of validation data from
normal pilots. - Ed.) They also pinpointed pilots who had failed at least two check flights, but did
reasonably well on conventional tests. COGSCREEN has also been found to be sensitive to age-related
changes in cognition. These aging changes will be the subject of further research.
Obviously there is much further work to be done to validate COGSCREEN before it can be widely
applied. It appears that it will be useful not only for pilots, but for those who have work which requires
highly skilled cognition.
During the next year, the COGSCREEN will be used at selected sites with emphasis on three
groups—recovering alcoholics, post- head injury individuals, and those who are asymptomatic but HIV-
positive. Wider applications in the aviation world may take place following this practical experience.
The decision will rest with Federal Air Surgeon Jon L. Jordan, M.D. and the FAA's Chief Psychiatrist,
Barton Pakull M.D.
CAMA will keep abreast of the situation and report future developments as they occur.
AEROMEDICAL CERTIFICATION CASE
A 37 year old would-be student pilot appears in your office to apply for a combined
Class III medical certificate and student pilot license. He lists a total of 7 hours of
flight time, all within the last six months. He further indicates on his history
form that he takes 60 milligrams of Seldane® twice a day. He also checks as
positive a history of hay fever and in the explanation section, says that he has
had allergy problems since he was ayoung boy. As expected, you note that
he has been seeing a local allergist for years.
The rest of the history is negative. Your examination reveals an
otherwise healthy individual who meets Class HI standards. Now what?
1. Send him for a pulmonary consultation because allergy patients
almost always have pulmonary pathology.
2. Call the local FAA inspector's office and report this applicant for flying
illegally. He has 7 hours of flying time with no medical certificate or student pilot's
license.
3. Tell him to switch to over-the-counter allergy medicines and then issue a medical certificate
and student pilot's license.
4. Tell him to discontinue use of all medicines when he flies and then issue a medical certificate
and student pilot's license.
5. Issue a student pilot's license only, and call Oklahoma City to have them issue a medical
certificate.
6. Issue a combined Class III medical certificate and student pilot license.
(Answers on Page 13)
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ANSWERS TO AEROMEDICAL CERTIFICATION CASE
1. There is no need for a consultation. Mild to moderate cases of pollenosis seldom have
significant pulmonary pathology based on their allergies. This is particularly likely to be so with
someone of this age group. Moreover, your examination did not find anything on which to base
the need for a consultation.
2. There is no need to call the local FAA office. There is no reason to think that he has been
flying illegally. Any student can fly with an instructor, and log that time as dual instructional
hours. There is no need for a student flying with a qualified instructor to have either a medical
certificate or a student pilot's license. In addition, glider pilots and hot air balloon pilots are not
required to have medical certificates.
3- This would be poor medical practice. If the patient is doing well on his present
medicine(s), he should continue their use. In fact, some over-the-counter medicines have
unacceptable side effects for use while flying. A landing accident with multiple fatalities on an
aircraft carrier a few years ago was ultimately attributed to the pilot's use of over-the-counter
medicines.
4. This is equally poor medical practice. If the patient needs the medicines, there is no
reason to tell him to discontinue them. Far better to have a pilot flying whose allergies are well-
controlled than have the same pilot suffering while trying to fly.
5. AME's may issue a combination Class III medical certificate and student pilot's license to
those who are qualified. This is an administrative convenience. Student pilot licenses without
the combined medical certificate must be issued by FAA inspectors and certain others
designated by the FAA to do so. There is no reason to call Oklahoma City or the Regional Flight
Surgeon about this case.
O. This is the correct answer. Terfenadine (Seldane®), astemizole (Hismanal®), and
loratadine (Claritin®) are all normally approved by the FAA for use while flying. A statement
must be on file in the treating physician's office notes that no drowsiness or other side effects
of these medicines are experienced by the applicant. There is no need to call the Regional Flight
Surgeon or Oklahoma City under these circumstances. (It would be wise to obtain a copy of this
statement to include with the medical certificate application form. This should cover any
subsequent questions which might arise. - Ed.)
(CAMA thanks the FAA's Steve Carpenter, M.D. of the Oklahoma City staff for the case on which
this exercise was based.)
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SPEAKERS AT SCIENTIFIC MEETING
* *
Color Guard Tinker AFB
Opening Session
Jon L. Jordan, M.D.
Federal Air Surgeon
Fred Coleman, M.D.
Jim Lopez Kathleen Yodice Marrion C. Wagnon, M.D.
Forrest M. Bird, M.D. Earl F. Beard, M.D. John D. Hastings, M.D.
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MORE PICTURES OF SPEAKERS AT SCIENTIFIC MEETING
Lawrence H. Wharton, M.D. James N. Heins, M.D. Jerry R. Hordinsky, M.D.
Ernest Nalle, Jr., M.D. A. Duane Catterson, M.D. Gary Kohn, M.D.
Robert S. Poole, M.D. Charles E. Billings, M.D. Howie Wilson
PANEL MEMBERS AT THE SCIENTIFIC MEETING
Wharton, Heins, Hastings, Tucker, Beard, Nalle, Poole
CAMA BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING *•
* TOUR OF THE FAA CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INSTITUTE
Busses Ready to Take Group on a Tour of the FAA, Civil Aeromedical Institute
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MORE PICTURES FROM TOUR OF THE FAA CIVIL AEROMEDICAL INSTITUTE
Civil Aeromedical Institute Observing the Aircraft Mock Up
Demonstration of Smoke Hindering
Egress from Aircraft
Airmen Medical Files




CAMI Research & Evaluation
Dr. Schoeder Human Re-
sources Research Division
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Protection & Survival Lab
Charles R. Chittum
Protection & Survival Lab
TOUR OF THE FAA ACADEMY
Group Leaving the Auditorium to
Start FAA Academy Tour
Tour of FAA Academy
Radar Training Air Traffic Training
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*• MORE PICTURES FROM THE TOUR OF THE FAA ACADEMY
Thomas P. Stafford Building
Air Traffic Control Training
•II
John Yirak
One of Many Tour Guides of
the FAA Academy
FAA Full Motion Flight Simulator System Training Building
Registration Desk for the Stereo Optical Display
CAMA's Annual Meeting, 1993 Being Shown to Roy Turner, M.D.
Coffee Break
Heinz Wykypiel, M.D.
Winner of One of the Bird Respirators
Boyce W. West, M.D.







The Audience While Betty Williams Was Speaking
Hal Conwell
Introducing Speaker
Betty Williams. Nobel Prize Laureate
Betty Williams
Speaker From Belfast Ireland
Forrest Bird Accepts Presidents Pin
From Stephen Blizzard
Forrest Bird Gives Past Presidents
Pin to Stephen Blizzard
Forrest Bird
CAMA President
Presiding for the First Time
Dominique Bird Accepts Corporate
Plaque From Jim Harris
Robert L. Wick Receiving the Bird
Award and Plaque From Forrest Bird
Stephen Blizzard Accepts Plaque
Honoring Him for His Service to CAMA
as President for the Past Two Years
Floyd McSpadden Receiving the
President Award and Plaque From
Stephen Blizzard
Catterson with Token Gift for
Lt. Col. Penny Giovanetti
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CAMA HONOR NIGHT DINNER
Some pictures that attempt to capture some of the enjoyment shared by all attending the CAMA Honor Night
Dinner in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, October 16, 1993- All pictures were provided by M. Young Stokes, III, M.D.
The musical entertainment was provided by some seventy members of "The Silver Strings" of Putnam City, under
the direction of Sheldon J. Fisher. Musical selections included: light classics, patriotic, bluegrass, western swing,
movie and Broadway show tunes. "The Silver Strings" have been selected as one of three groups to represent the
United States at the 1994 International Music Festival in France commemoration the 50th anniversary of the
Normandy invasion and liberation of Europe.






Ft. Lauderdale, FL ..January 20-23,1994
San Francisco February 24-27,1994
Atlanta, GA March 17-20,1994
St. Louis, MO April 21-24,1994
San Antonio, TX (AsMA) May 8-12, 1994
Boston, MA June 9-12,1994
Chicago, IL June 23-26,1994
Anchorage, AK July 21-24,1994
For more information, contact your
Regional Flight Surgeon or:





OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73125
(405)954-4830/6214
Jay Stein, M.D. - Sat. Luncheon Speaker




42nd International Congress of Aviation
& Space Medicine
New Delhi, India ...Sept. 26-29, 1994
Secretariat
42nd Annual Int'l. Congress of Aviation &
Space Medicine




43rd Annual Int'l. Congress of Aviation &
Space Medicine
October 22-26, 1995
London, England, United Kingdom
65th Annual Aerospace Medical
Association Meeting
San Antonio, Texas
Convention Center ...May 8-12, 1994










Phoenix, AZ, USA .Sept. 7-11,1994
San Antonio, TX USA 1995
To be announced 1996
Tampa, FL, USA 1997
CAMA will publish specific




For meeting information contact
816-763-9336
ANNUAL MEETING
Lodge of the Four Seasons
Lake of the Ozarks, MO







WELCOME NEW CAMA MEMBERS
Stewart Atkinson, M.D.
1131 Morningside Place
Atlanta, GA 30306 USA
Edward Bekeris, M.D.
Air Canada
Out Patient Health Services
P.O. Box 6002
Toronto, ON L5P 1B4
CANADA
Douglas R. Burnett, M.Ed.
2751 Twin Acres Drive
Norman, OK 73159 USA
Woodward Cannon, M.D.
2800 Blue Ridge Blvd.
Raleigh, NC 27607 USA
John S. Ferris, M.D.
1604 Lancaster
Grapevine, TX 76051 USA
James L. FitzGerald, Jr., M.D.
322 Dewey Street
Bennington, UT 05201 USA
Boyde J. Harrison, M.D.
P.O. Box 655
Haleyville, AL 35565 USA
James N. Heins, M.D.
3009 North Ballas Road
Suite #100
St. Louis, MO 63237-2820 USA
William L. Hildebrand, M.D.
6037 East 10th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46219-4608
USA




Cristine E. Jones, M.D.
950 Francs Place, Suite #111
Clayton, MO 63105 USA





Port of Spain, Trinidad
Robert D. Rosen, M.D., FAAFP
Pine Ridge Family Practice
7990 North Point Blvd.
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
USA
H. Martin Schwartz, M.D.
P.O. Box 2774
La Mesa, CA 91943 USA
De-Hai Shiau, M.D.





HC 73 Box 16




F. Spencer Stubbs, M.D.
6057 Edgewater Drive






Stephen V. Blizzard, M.D.
Drs. Veroneaux
Dr. & Mrs. Dale Johnson
Dr. & Mrs. Marion Wagnon
Dr. Mrs. Ed Luchansky
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PLEASE PASS ON TO SOMEONE WHO SHOULD BE A
MEMBER OF THE CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
PURPOSE:
"To provide civil aviation physicians with education, representation to government, and a voice within the industry and the
public."
OBJECTIVES:
*«* To promote the best methodology for assessment of the mental and physical requirements for civil aviation pilots.
•«» To actively enlarge our scientific knowledge.
•«* To advocate, through continuing education, both basic and advanced civil aeromedical knowledge.
*«• To promote professional fellowship among our colleagues from allied scientific disciplines.
*»* To bind together all civil aviation medical examiners into an effective, active medical body to promote aviation
safety for the good of the public.
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
REPRESENTATION EDUCATION • COMMUNICATION
CIVIL AVIATION MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 23864
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73123-3864
NAME







CHECK ENCLOSED ($80.00 U.S. Dollars)
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